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Abstract. Ambient-noise seismology is of great relevance to high-resolution3

crustal imaging, thanks to the unprecedented dense data coverage it affords4

in regions of little seismicity. Under the assumption of uniformly distributed5

noise sources, it has been used to extract the Greens function between two6

receivers. We determine the imprint of this assumption by means of wave prop-7

agation and adjoint methods in realistic 3D Earth models. In this context,8

we quantify the sensitivity of ambient-noise cross correlations from central9

Europe with respect to noise-source locations and shear wavespeed structure.10
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We use ambient noise recorded over one year at 196 stations, resulting in a11

database of 864 cross-correlations. Our mesh is built upon a combined crustal12

and 3D tomographic model. We simulate synthetic ambient-noise cross-correlations13

in different frequency bands using a 3D spectral-element method. Traveltime14

cross-correlation measurements in these different frequency bands define the15

misfit between synthetics and observations as a basis to compute sensitiv-16

ity kernels using the adjoint method. We perform a comprehensive analy-17

sis varying geographic station and noise-source distributions around the Eu-18

ropean seas. The deterministic sensitivity analysis allows for estimating where19

the starting crustal model shows better accordance with our dataset and gain20

insight into the distribution of noise sources in the European region. This21

highlights the potential importance to consider localized noise distributions22

for tomographic imaging and forms the basis of a tomographic inversion in23

which the distribution of noise sources may be treated as a free parameter24

similar to earthquake tomography.25
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1. Introduction

The European lithosphere is characterized by the presence of many microplates whose26

motion is dominated by convergence between Africa and Eurasia [e.g., Schmid et al., 2004;27

Boschi et al., 2010]. This results in the formation of strong 3D structural lateral variations28

which are difficult to image.29

Nowadays, the majority of regional- and global-scale tomography models is based on30

the information obtained by either P- or S-wave traveltimes [Bijwaard and Spakman,31

2000] or by surface-wave dispersion recorded from teleseismic events [Chang et al., 2010;32

Boschi et al., 2009; Zhu et al., 2012]. While body waves are only partially sensitive to33

the structure of the crustal layers [Schivardi and Morelli , 2009], teleseismic surface waves34

are too rapidly attenuated to generate high-quality measurements at periods below 30 s35

[Verbeke et al., 2012]. Resolution is further hampered by the strong non-uniformity in the36

source-receiver distribution [e.g. Schaefer et al., 2011].37

Ambient noise interferometry, applied in several different disciplines [Aki , 1957; Cox ,38

1973; Duvall et al., 1993; Shapiro et al., 2005], has been used to retrieve signals reminis-39

cent of Green’s functions between two receivers from the diffuse wavefield that receivers40

continuously record in the absence of earthquakes. It then becomes possible to compile41

large high-quality surface-wave databases and to perform surface wave tomography [e.g.42

Shapiro and Campillo, 2004; Sabra et al., 2005; Verbeke et al., 2012], wherever a dense43

station coverage exists.44

Usually, seismic ambient-noise in the period-range 8-30 s considered in this work, shows45

two maxima in its spectrum between 10 and 20 s and between 5 and 10 s [e.g. Stehly et al.,46
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2006; Yang et al., 2008]. Hasselmann [1963] relates the first maximum to the interaction of47

ocean swells with the shallow sea floor, while Longuet-Higgins [1950] identify the origin of48

the second one as the nonlinear interaction between ocean waves propagating in opposite49

directions.50

The basic idea of ambient-noise seismology is the following: a cross-correlation recorded51

at two seismic stations (herafter correlogram as in [Tanimoto, 2008]) is produced by the52

interaction of waves equipartitioned in direction with random phases, and contains coher-53

ent signals that travel between the two stations. An often-made assumption postulates a54

uniform distribution of ambient noise sources surrounding the stations. This is however55

not valid in most regional-scale applications, as can easily be seen from correlograms con-56

sisting of a “causal” contribution, which contains the energy traveling from the station57

taken as the reference to the other, and an “anticausal” for the reverse case: causal and58

anticausal parts are symmetric with respect to the origin of the time axis only in pres-59

ence of a diffuse wavefield. A diffuse wavefield can be generated if the noise sources are60

distributed uniformly or if scattering processes mimic the effect of this kind of distribu-61

tion. However, at the frequencies we consider in this study, scattering is not expected62

to be sufficient to randomize wave propagation directions [Paul et al., 2005]. Figure 163

shows that often (depending on configuration and properties of sources, scattering, ab-64

sorption) the two branches of the correlograms present high asymmetry. Stehly et al.65

[2006], Kedar et al. [2008], Landès et al. [2010] and Hillers et al. [2012] show how the66

sources of ambient seismic noise, far from being uniform, are concentrated in the sea67

regions. In particular Stehly et al. [2006] verified, by analyzing the spectral bands corre-68

sponding to the primary (10-20 s) and the secondary (5-10 s) microseism for three different69
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datasets of ambient noise correlograms (North America, Africa and Europe), how the sec-70

ondary microseism is related to the interaction of the ocean swell with the coastlines,71

while the primary microseism is related to ocean wave activity in deep water. Snieder72

[2004] suggests that source nonuniformity should not entirely compromise ambient-noise73

measurements of surface-wave velocity. However Tsai and Moschetti [2010] proved the74

importance of source distribution effects on surface-wave amplitudes and Hanasoge [2012]75

shows that the distribution of sources influences correlograms and how their knowledge76

is important to correctly interpret these data. Mulargia [2012] after analyzing from a77

statistical perspective the azimuthal isotropy of ambient-noise data recorded in various78

parts of the world, concludes that seismic noise wavefield is not generally diffuse.79

The theoretical work of Tromp et al. [2010] (T10 hereafter) shows how adjoint techniques80

[e.g. Tromp et al., 2005; Peter et al., 2007] can be applied to ambient-noise seismology,81

taking into account the nonuniform distribution of noise sources. Our work represents82

one of the first applications of the adjoint methodology to a large, continental-scale set83

of high-quality ambient-noise correlograms in Europe [Verbeke et al., 2012]. We shall84

highlight, in particular, the importance of properly defining the geographic distribution85

of noise sources, with the ultimate goal of improving on existing models of crust and86

uppermost mantle.87

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe the background model for our88

European study area based on new crustal and tomographic models and its discretization89

for 3D forward modeling. Section 3 describes the ambient-noise dataset gathered from this90

region of interest. In Section 4 we describe the different steps of the algorithm followed91

in this work; an Appendix offers a theoretical basis for the technique, largely based on92
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T10. Section 5 shows sensitivity kernels upon source location and wavespeed structure93

dependent on different starting models of the spatial distribution of noise sources, and94

different geographic distributions of seismic stations. From the analysis of the influence95

that these parameters have on the sensitivity kernels we can obtain a quantitative insight96

into the origin of ambient-noise and its effect on inversions for 3D structure.97

2. Background model

Seismic waveform tomography aims at minimizing a misfit between synthetic and ob-98

served seismic waveform to improve the quality of the structural model used to compute99

synthetic data. Considering the crustal sensitivities of surface waves in the ambient-noise100

period range, we start with a tomographic 3D model to partially circumvent issues such101

as cycle skips or irretrievably disparate waveforms that may appear in simpler scenarios.102

The 3D velocity model used in this work combines a high-resolution European crustal103

model EPcrust [Molinari and Morelli , 2011] with an adaptive-resolution tomographic104

upper-mantle model FMADVOXEU′ [Schaefer et al., 2011].105

EPcrust is derived from the collection of several earlier, independent studies ([e.g.106

Tesauro et al., 2008; Grad and Tiira, 2009; Stehly et al., 2009]) based on active seis-107

mic experiments, surface-wave studies, noise correlation and receiver functions [Molinari108

and Morelli , 2011]. The model is parametrized in three layers: sediments, upper crust109

and lower crust. Within each layer, the model includes lateral variations of thickness and110

structure parameters (P- and S-wave speed, density).111

FMADVOXEU′ is an adaptive-grid, anisotropic surface-wave tomography model of the112

uppermost mantle based on observations of Love- and Rayleigh-wave dispersion down to113

periods of 35 s [Schaefer et al., 2011]. This model is defined globally with an adaptive-114
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voxel parametrization in which the size of each parametrization pixel depends on the data115

coverage at and around the pixel. This way, model resolution reflects data coverage, and116

the model’s information content is optimized without over- and/or underparameterization.117

In particular, parametrization is denser over the European region, where data coverage is118

better. Starting from values of shear wavespeed β defined in the model, we derive values119

of compressional wave speed α and density ρ using the relation [Karato, 2003]:120

Rβ/α ≡
δ log β

δ logα
, (1)121

and122

Rρ/β,α ≡
δ log ρ

δ log(β, α)
, (2)123

where the variations of α and β are with respect to the PREM model and R has a124

value of 0.5. One of the most important factors affecting the accuracy of numerical wave125

propagation modelling is the construction of a high-quality mesh. The spectral-element126

package SPECFEM3D has the capability to incorporate fully unstructured hexahedral127

meshes [Peter et al., 2011] using external meshers such as CUBIT [Blacker et al., 1994],128

thus allowing for explicitely honoring all geological features (undulating Moho, surface129

topography) represented in models such as EPcrust.130

We built a mesh that covers Europe and the surrounding oceans at latitudes between131

30◦ and 65◦ north and longitudes between -46◦ and 47◦, with horizontal dimensions of132

3000×3000 km and a depth of 165 km. The mesh honors Earth’s curvature and topography133

as well as lateral variations in Moho depth (figure 2 (b)) according to EPcrust. At the134

period range 8 − 30 s considered in this work, surface waves have wavelength between135

16 and 24 km, therefore, even if the topography is reproduced by the mesh, its effects136

will not be substantial in our simulations. The mesh is designed to simulate surface-137
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wave propagation at periods as low as 8 s, containing 192, 892 elements for a total of138

40, 736, 484 degrees of freedom. The maximum edge length of hexahedra is 24 km, but139

honoring the thickness of the crustal layer causes some regions to be characterized by140

elements with dimension of less than 10 km (figure 3). These small elements drive the141

stability condition of our simulations, leading to a numerical time step of 0.06 s. The142

sediment layer is neglected in areas where it is thinner than 1 km: given the dimension of143

the element edges, only the grid points on the free-surface of the mesh would sense these144

sediments, which would then not be relevant for the result of the simulations given our145

target resolution based on ambient noise spectra.146

3. Cross-correlation measurements

We use a carefully processed dataset of vertical component ambient-noise correlograms147

from around Europe [Verbeke et al., 2012]. This database has been obtained from one148

year of continuous seismic recording between January and December 2006 from the Swiss149

Network, the German Regional Seismological Network, the Italian national broad-band150

network and Orfeus. Using one year of data, seasonal effects associated with the geography151

of ocean storms are minimized [Stehly et al., 2006]. Correlograms are computed following152

the approach described in Bensen et al. [2007], Boschi et al. [2012] and Stehly et al. [2006].153

After rejecting station couples with relatively low signal-to-noise ratio, the database154

includes 864 correlogram observations. We measure the traveltime difference between155

observation-based and synthetic correlograms within time windows centered on surface156

waves, i.e. one per correlogram. Before performing this measurement we apply a bandpass157

Butterworth filter to both synthetics and data considering different period ranges: the158

upper bandpass limit is fixed at 30 s while the lower limit takes values of 10, 15 or 20 s.159
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Whenever the normalized cross-correlation between synthetic and data falls below 0.5,160

we ignore this measurement. Although this threshold value is low it is reasonable if we161

consider that (i) we are at the very first stage of the inversion process, (ii) the quality162

of the models used varies strongly within the area of study, (iii) considering such a wide163

area leads to a very high dispersion for surface waves so that an increase in the misfit is164

plausible. The number of measurements we could obtain for a given station dramatically165

decreased when considering period ranges with lower limits below 20 s. For example, our166

database contains a total of 45 observation-based ambient-noise correlograms for station167

AIGLE. Computing the traveltime misfit within the period band 20− 30 s we obtained a168

total of 24 measurements, but upon enlargening the period band down to 10 s, the number169

of acceptable measurements reduced to 15. This result was expected since EPcrust is best170

suited to reproduce signals with period between 20 and 30 s [Molinari et al., 2012], and171

the tomographic model at even longer period.172

In Figure 4, we show examples of comparison between observation-based and synthetic173

ambient-noise correlograms for two pairs of seismic stations. The comparison for station174

couple AIGLE-CEY might indicate that EPcrust is overall too slow with respect to real175

Earth structure in this area. Station couple ZUR-TNS on the contrary shows a very good176

agreement between synthetic and observation-based ambient-noise correlogram.177

4. Computational procedure

T10 explain how the adjoint method [e.g., Tromp et al., 2005; Peter et al., 2007] can be178

applied in ambient-noise seismology to determine the sensitivity of noise correlograms to179

Earth and source properties, in particular for non-uniform distributions of noise-sources.180
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This study follows closely their formulation, of which we provide a summary in Ap-181

pendix A.182

We implement that procedure using the version 2.0 [Peter et al., 2011] of the open-183

source spectral-element package SPECFEM3D. Appendix A shows that the procedure184

consists of three simulations per station. We describe them in the following and illustrate185

them for two sample stations in Fig. 5. Since this is, to the best of our knowledge, the186

first application of SPECFEM3D to spherical meshes, we benchmark our settings against187

the related code SPECFEM3D GLOBE which is otherwise used for such settings, see188

Appendix B.189

In general we assume for our settings that190

1. ambient-noise is spatially uncorrelated (eq. A3);191

2. the Peterson noise model [Peterson, 1993], filtered in the period window between 10192

and 30 s, sufficiently describes the noise spectrum |S(ω)| around Europe;193

3. we have a reliable initial guess of the geographic distribution of noise sources σ(x).194

A sensitivity analysis of the latter assumption is one of the crucial aspects of this paper.195

We select seismic station α as the “reference station” (green dot in figure 5). We then196

define a region at the free surface of our model in which we assume all the noise sources197

to be concentrated (grey dots in the bottom left panel of fig. 5). In the first simulation198

we compute the Green’s tensor G(x,xα; t− t′) upon a Dirac delta function at the location199

of the “reference” station. This result is then convolved with |Sij(x, ω)|, derived from200

the ambient-noise spectrum, and we obtain the force F α
i defined in equation (A12). We201

consider different period ranges for the spectrum (i.e. 10-30 s, 15-30 s and 20-30 s) in order202

to analyze the changes in the misfit between synthetic and observation-based ambient-203
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noise correlograms. We store the result of this first simulation at all points within the204

source region defined previously (see fig. 5 first column). The result of the first simulation205

is now used as forcing term in the second one, from which we obtain the wavefield Φα(x, ω)206

of equation (A14 (second column of figure 5).207

The cross-correlation traveltime difference acts as misfit between synthetic and208

observation-based ambient-noise correlograms:209

∆T αβ = T
αβ
sim − T

αβ
obs , (3)210

where ∆T αβ relates to the stations pair αβ (green and yellow dot in figure 5) and is211

determined by a cross-correlation of the synthetic and observation-based correlograms,212

for the same stations pair T
αβ
sim and T

αβ
obs denote the traveltime. Since both synthetic213

and observation-based ambient noise correlograms are dominated by surface waves, we214

measure the misfit only in the time-window corresponding to the arrival of these wave215

groups. For each synthetic correlogram, we select automatically the time window over216

which the traveltime difference is measured: the center of the interval is defined as the217

ratio of the distance between the station couple and the approximate minimum value of218

speed for Rayleigh waves. We select empirically for all the stations a fixed time-window219

width of 160 s, so that the whole signal associated with surface waves will be included in220

the misfit measurement.221

The misfit is computed for each combination of reference and generic station, and fol-222

lowing the same procedure used to obtain equation (A13) we define the adjoint sources223

for this kind of misfit as224

F†αβ(x, t) = −
ν̂β∆T αβ

〈

Ċ
αβ
sim

〉

(t)δ(x− xβ)
∫

[〈

Ċ
αβ
sim

〉]2
, (4)225
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where ν̂β is the unit vector denoting the component of the station used for the correlogram.226

We select 0.5 as the minimum value of the correlation coefficient between synthetic and227

observed data and we automatically reject all the couples synthetics-data that fall below228

this threshold. We next implement the sensitivity kernels implicit in equation (A16) by229

considering the causal and anticausal contributions separately. For the station couple αβ,230

this results in the “causal” kernel for density:231

〈

Kαβ
ρ

〉

= −

∫

ρΦ†αβ(−t) · ∂2

tΦ
α(t)dt. (5)232

In the third and final simulation we inject the adjoint force defined in equation (4) at the233

position of station β (figure 5 third column, first panel). At the same time, we reconstruct234

the wavefield of the second simulation and the interaction of these two wavefields (figure 5235

third column, second panel) described by equation (5) produces the “causal” sensitivity236

kernel for the density (figure 5 third column, third panel). The completion of the three237

simulations described above takes 1.3 h on 324 processors for one reference station. In238

order to perform a complete tomographic inversion, one needs to run this scenario for239

each reference station and iteration.240

It is possible to define other types of kernels: for example in an isotropic Earth, we241

define the “causal” part of isotropic kernels for shear and bulk moduli respectively as242

〈

Kαβ
µ

〉

= −

∫

2µ
[

D†αβ(−t) : Dα(t)
]

dt, (6)243

244

〈

Kαβ
κ

〉

= −

∫

κ
[

∇ ·Φ†αβ(−t)∇Φα(t)
]

dt, (7)245

where the traceless strain deviator and its adjoint are given by246

Dα =
1

2

[

∇Φα + (∇Φα)T
]

−
1

3
(∇ ·Φα)I, (8)247

248

D†αβ =
1

2

[

∇Φ†αβ + (∇Φ†αβ)T )
]

−
1

3
(∇ ·Φ†αβ)I. (9)249
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Using the two definitions of equation (6) it is possible to express the sensitivity kernels in250

terms of parameters such as the shear wave speed:251

〈

K
αβ
β

〉

= 2

[

〈

Kαβ
µ

〉

−
4

3

µ

κ

〈

Kαβ
κ

〉

]

. (10)252

Finally, we define the source kernel, that represents the sensitivity for the location of253

ambient noise sources, as the convolution between the adjoint wavefield Φ†αβ and the254

forcing term F α used in the second simulation:255

〈

Kαβ
σ

〉

=

∫

Φ†αβ(−t) · Fα(t)dt. (11)256

Equations (5) - (11) can be obtained after some algebra from equation (A16).257

The geographic distribution of noise sources σ(x) is of fundamental importance in this258

process: it drives the wavefield Φα(t) and thus both the synthetic ambient-noise correlo-259

grams and the sensitivity kernels are controlled by it.260

The complete kernels, based on the ensemble correlogram
〈

Cαβ
〉

(t) =
〈

Cβα
〉

(−t), can261

be obtained by swapping α and β in these expressions and combining the results. In262

tomography applications, it is convenient to make use of the “misfit kernel” as defined by263

Tape et al. [2007]:264

〈K〉 =

N
∑

α=1

∑

β #=α

〈

Kαβ
〉

(12)265

which corresponds to a cumulative cost function266

χ =
1

2

N
∑

α=1

∑

β #=α

∆T αβ (13)267

Once the misfit kernel is assembled, it is possible to compute the gradient of the misfit268

function gk =

∫

Ω

KBkd
3x, where Ω is the model volume, K is the misfit kernel and Bk is a269

set of basis functions used to parametrize the model and on to which we project the misfit270

kernel. This gradient can then be used to update the initial structural model within the271
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framework of an iterative inversion. Before updating the model, a general smoothing of272

the misfit kernel is usually needed: depending on the period bandwith in which the misfit273

measurement is defined, artificial features may be introduced in the kernels as shown in274

Tape et al. [2010]. In this work we do not present any model update, so the plotted kernels275

are raw.276

5. Noise sensivitity kernels

We next discuss the effect of the geographic distribution of noise sources on both source277

and shear-wavespeed sensitivity kernels. In practice, we repeat our kernel calculation278

three times, each time assuming noise sources to be limited to a certain area and ho-279

mogeneously distributed across it, namely Baltic Sea, Mediterranean Sea, all sea/ocean280

areas. Note that the conventional assumption of a diffuse wavefield would imply placing281

the sources everywhere in the domain (oceanic and continental domains), thus possibly282

introducing even larger imprints compared to all of our allegedly more realistic choices.283

In earthquake-based seismology, individual source-receiver sensitivity kernels are obtained284

by the interaction of two distinct wavefields generated in two locations of the region of285

interest: an earthquake and a seismic station. At the latter location, the adjoint source286

must be placed to drive the “back-propagating” wavefield. A structural (e.g., wavespeed)287

kernel then illuminates the region comprised between the two points [Peter et al., 2007]288

that is sensitive to structural scattering. In our case, the forward wavefields are driven289

by noise sources beyond the Fresnel zone of the two stations; we thus expect our region290

of sensitivity to significantly extend outside the area between the two seismic stations for291

this non-uniform source distribution.292
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It is important to clarify that sensitivity kernels are calculated based on a single-293

scattering approximation [Zhou et al., 2011]. This may cause problems if the differences294

between recorded data and synthetics are large, and the effects caused by multiple scat-295

tering become important.296

In the Introduction we identified the scattering as one of the processes needed to gen-297

erate a diffuse wavefield. The exact role played by this factor has yet to be determined298

and is object of debate: as already mentioned, scattering, at the frequencies considered299

in this work is not sufficient to randomize wave propagation directions [Paul et al., 2005].300

Campillo and Paul [2003] point out the importance of scattering in the interferometric301

reconstruction of Green’s functions examining the cross-correlation of late coda in earth-302

quake data. On the contrary the experiments conducted by Mikesell et al. [2012] show303

how the reconstruction of the coda wave is less accurate compared to the reconstruction304

of the direct wave.305

5.1. Sensitivity kernels for two-station couples

In this Section, we examine sensitivity kernels for two pairs of seismic stations, each306

covering a different area. Stations ARBF and KBA have a southwest-northeast azimuth,307

while AQU and SSY are oriented north-south. We chose these specific stations to analyze308

the effects of station azimuth on European noise sensitivity kernels. We simulate correl-309

ograms of ambient noise coming from all the sea regions, and define the misfit between310

these synthetic correlograms and our dataset as the cross-correlation traveltime difference311

measured on the causal branch.312

We show in figure 6 (b) the β sensitivity kernel for the station couple ARBF-KBA: the313

sensitivity region covers not only the Alpine region but also the french Massif Central,314
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extending into the Cordillera Central in Spain. This high-sensitivity area protruding west-315

ward from station ARBF is presumably caused by the nonuniformity in the distribution316

of noise sources: if sources were distributed uniformly, the sensitivity kernel would be317

reminiscent of classic “banana-doughnuts” [T10, figure (5)]. Oscillations and changes of318

kernel values are probably caused by neglecting thin sediments as explained in Section 2,319

in fact figure 6 (c) represents the same Kβ of panel (b) but at a depth of 30 km and it320

can be easily observed how the kernel at this depth is much smoother than above.321

In figure 6 (d) we plot the source sensitivity kernel Kσ, for the same couple of stations:322

the area between the two seismic stations does not show any sensitivity. The two areas323

of sensitivity centered onto the seismic stations are different: the one pointing westward324

from ARBF is larger and shows higher values compared to the one centered in KBA.325

Also, the sensitivity region centered in ARBF does not have the same hyperbolic shape326

as the one centered on KBA, i.e. the low branch of the hyperbola that, based on the327

theoretical analysis of T10, one might expect to appear in the Mediterranean is missing.328

Another important feature is that the left lobe of the kernel presents a strong asymmetry329

towards the Biscay bay and the Atlantic ocean. These features are a direct consequence330

of the more effective interaction that the adjoint wavefield has with the forward wavefield331

coming from the Atlantic Ocean: these stations mostly record ambient noise coming from332

the Atlantic which is much noisier than the Mediterranean [Stehly et al., 2006].333

The geographic orientation of the AQU-SSY (figure 7 (a)) is almost orthogonal to334

ARBF-KBA, and roughly north-south. In this configuration, the two stations record335

synthetic ambient noise coming from the North Sea as well as from the Mediterranean:336

in this case, the assumption of uniform noise-sources distribution is presumably more337
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valid than for stations ARBF-KBA, in which the energy came primarly from the Atlantic338

Ocean. This is reflected also in the shape of the sensitivity kernels. At the free surface339

of our model (figure 7 (b)), the Kβ sensitivity associated with AQU-SSY is concentrated340

between the two stations, in a small area around them and there is a prominent lobe of341

sensitivity centered on station AQU and pointing towards the Alps. The remarks about342

oscillations in Kβ we made for ARBF-KBA are still valid, as shown by figure 7 (c). In343

this case Kσ (figure 7 (d)), shows a higher symmetry than in the previous configuration344

and it is possible to see the classic hyperbolic shape of the two “jets”, departing from the345

two seismic stations [Tromp et al., 2010].346

5.2. Different Distribution of Noise Sources

In this Section we discuss sensitivity kernels obtained for a subset of selected 26 seismic347

stations, and for three different scenarios of ambient noise sources distributions. For348

each scenario we follow the method described in Appendix A: we consider each of the349

26 stations respectively as the reference station, compute the sensitivity kernels for each350

reference station, and sum them together similar to summing event kernels as in Tape et al.351

[2007]. Our database of observation-based ambient-noise correlograms contains a different352

number of data for each station of reference, but sensitivity kernels are not comparable353

with those shown in the previous Section, since they result from the interaction of many354

singular kernels.355

5.2.1. Baltic Sea356

We first assume that all noise is generated in the Baltic Sea, i.e. the region covered357

by concentric grey circles in figure 8. Plots of Kσ in figure 8 (a) (b) and (c) show that358

certain stations then have a larger influence on the final results with respect to others: for359
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example we can see how kernel values obtained with ARSA as station of reference (figure360

8 (a)) are larger than those obtained for stations such as ARCI or BSSO (respectively361

figures 8 (b) and (c)). We sum together all these single contributions in order to obtain362

the gradient of the misfit function. The result of this sum is shown in figure 8 (d), from363

which we can see how the source sensitivity kernels are largest along long and narrow364

strips pointing towards three distinct regions: the Mediterranean sea (particularly in the365

Adriatic), the Atlantic (particularly towards the coasts of Portugal and Bay of Biscay),366

and eastern Europe. This last result is partially in contrast with the assumption we made367

about the location of ambient noise sources, that is to say noise originates principally368

in the sea. From the analysis of the source sensitivity kernel Kσ for station ARSA, we369

can notice the presence of a strong jet of sensitivity pointing eastwards. Since station370

ARSA is located eastward with respect to the other stations used to build this kernel, it371

is straightforward to associate this result with this particular geographical position. The372

Kσ kernel associated with station BRANT, figure 9, shows a lobe of sensitivity pointing373

towards east, even if in this case the reference station is central with respect to the ones374

used to construct the sensitivity kernel.375

5.2.2. Mediterranean376

We next move the noise sources to the Mediterranean Sea (grey concentric circles in377

figure 10). All the inferences of Section 5.2.1 remain valid. Kσ, obtained as the sum of the378

single kernels for each station of reference (figure 10 (b)) shows lower values of sensitivity379

than in the previous case (figure 8 (d)), in particular, sensitivity decreases remarkably in380

the Adriatic Sea, suggesting that this region indeed produces ambient noise. Nevertheless381

we can still observe some jets protruding towards east.382
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Comparing the kernel obtained for the single station ARSA (figure 10 (a)) with the one383

obtained by positioning the sources of noise only in the Baltic Sea (figure 8 (a)), we find384

that the stations that most affect the sensitivity kernel are not the same as before; they385

are also fewer indicating that, neglecting ambient noise from the Baltic region, the misfit386

between synthetic correlograms and the observation-based ones increases. Yet even if the387

shape and the intensity of the kernel are different, the main direction of the sensitivity388

region still points towards east. The same behavior for the Kσ kernel can be found in the389

sensitivity kernel for station BRANT (figure 10 (c)).390

5.2.3. Baltic + Mediterranean + Atlantic391

In a third experiment, we choose all sea regions as noise sources in our starting model.392

If we look at the Kσ kernel, figure 11 (b), we can notice how the sensitivity towards the393

Atlantic and the one in the Mediterranean are almost reduced to zero, and we can see394

some jets pointing towards east. Let us analyze, as we did for the two previous cases,395

the source kernels for station ARSA and BRANT, respectively in figures 11 (a) and 11396

(c). In the first one we can notice how the shape and the intensity of the kernel has397

changed once more: in particular there are some stations contributing to the kernel that398

did not appear in the previous cases. From the kernels for both stations it is clear how399

the sensitivity is pointing once more towards east. This result is in contradiction with the400

hypothesis of ambient noise generating exclusively in the sea, but it is not in contradiction401

with our dataset. If our assumption about the location of noise sources was correct then402

observation-based ambient noise correlograms for seismic stations like ARSA, which is403

the most eastward in our set, or BRANT should present values only in the branches404

representing energy traveling from west to east. Nevertheless if we analyze some of the405
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correlograms computed from recorded ambient noise for these two stations (figure 1), we406

can clearly see how a significant portion of energy comes from the east.407

From this set of experiments we can conclude that by distributing the noise sources in408

all the sea regions, the source kernels are minimized, this indicating that this configuration409

is, among those we analyzed, the most appropriate to describe the origin of ambient noise.410

Nevertheless our data tell us that some energy is traveling from the east part of our region411

of interest. This energy could represent ambient noise or it could indicate the presence of412

a scatterer not reproduced by the structural model we are using in our simulations.413

5.3. Shear wavespeed sensitivity

We now discuss Kβ sensitivity kernels obtained for different configurations of noise-414

source distributions as described previously.415

5.3.1. Directional effects416

In figure 12, we show three kernels for shear wavespeed constructed by summing 26417

single contributions.418

These three panels reveal some interesting observations about the importance of the419

source distribution in ambient-noise tomography. All kernels show a sensitivity that is gen-420

erally positive, indicating that the 3D shear background model is too slow. Further, they421

exhibit a vague but characteristic dual stripe pattern between north and south. The top422

panels (a) and (b) in figure 12 with noise originating from Baltic and Mediterranean Seas,423

respectively, clearly feature more high-frequency contributions with oscillatory shapes424

around the Alpine region than the all-encompassing kernel in (c). They also show an425

elongated structure between stations and noise-source region, indicating that wavespeed426

gradients tend to introduce a significant bias towards the (assumed-)source-receiver ge-427
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ometry. Figure 12 (c) shows noise in all surrounding seas, resulting in a smoother, multi-428

directional wavespeed kernel covering a larger continental area. This may of course simply429

be due to the same factor as above, i.e. reflecting the noise-source and station geometry.430

Assuming uniform coverage may therefore generally have the effect of smoothing gradients431

and further lead to a more pronounced coverage that seems less dependent on assumptions432

about the source location. At first glance, these effects may seem desirable from a tomo-433

graphic perspective, but they do not necessarily reflect the true physical meaning if, as in434

most cases, noise sources are spatially localized as in panels (a) and (b) and thus lead to a435

potentially overemphasized kernel. Consequently, the consideration of non-uniform source436

distributions shall be considered carefully, and ideally in a joint-inversion framework.437

5.3.2. Cumulative sensitivity438

We now place noise sources in all the sea regions and compute shear wavespeed sensi-439

tivity kernels considering a total number of 104 “reference stations”. Panels (a) and (b)440

of figure 13 show slices Kβ computed for seismic stations ARSA and BRANT respectively441

and taken at a depth of 10 km. As in the case of Kσ (see figure 11) we notice that sensi-442

tivity is higher near station ARSA. This affects also both shape and values of the misfit443

kernel, figure 13 panel (c). In the case of station BRANT we notice a strong positive area444

of sensitivity around the Alpine region, as well a negative area extending from Switzerland445

to the northeast part of Germany.446

The misfit kernel defined in Section 4 is obtained as the sum of all these 104 single447

contributions. The same negative area we found in figure 13 panel (b), can be identified448

also in this final misfit kernel reproduced in the same plot, panel (c). This indicates how449

in this region, differently from what happens in the rest of the study area, the model450
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we used has values of shear wavespeed too high. The final panel of figure 13 shows a451

slice of the misfit kernel taken at a depth of 70 km. We notice how the sensitivity is452

almost completely positive: this suggests that the velocity model at this depth needs to453

be corrected with higher values of β. We are not expecting such monotone behaviour454

during the whole inversion process: in the first iteration of their inversion Tape et al.455

[2010] encountered a similar situation where the whole velocity model appeared to be456

too fast but, after some iterations the kernels showed a more balance in sign. Panel (d)457

of figure 13 shows how at 70 km depth the sensitivity areas become smoother and are458

characterized by lower values with respect to those at 10 km depth (panel (c) of the same459

figure): this is consistent with the fact that ambient noise comprises surface waves that460

propagate within the uppermost 150 km.461

These kernels are the basis for an iterative inversion by means of which it will be possible462

to obtain a new tomographic image of Europe with much greater details than currently463

available, thanks to the high frequencies in the noise data.464

6. Conclusions

We presented ambient-noise source distributions as an integral part of a tomographic465

inversion for crustal structure, and show the strong influence which a priori choices have466

on wavespeed gradients, the building blocks for tomographic inversions. We use a dataset467

of ambient-noise correlograms in central Europe [Verbeke et al., 2012] and analyze the468

sensitivity of noise-generated surface waves to 3D structure and the geographic distribu-469

tion of the sources of ambient signal based on Tromp et al. [2010]. This framework allows470

for nonuniform noise-source distributions, to account for the effects of nonuniformity in471

noise-source distribution, which has not been possible in most ambient-noise tomography472
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literature so far. This is relevant to the problem of identifying the origin of ambient noise,473

closely related to the areas where noise comes from: for instance Yang et al. [2008] relate474

ambient noise to solid-earth-ocean coupling near coast, while Stehly et al. [2006] Hillers475

et al. [2012] and Landès et al. [2010] find thata it could also be generated by open-ocean476

processes. The workflow presented in Section 4 is general and can be applied to both local477

or global scale.478

As a starting model, we use crustal model EPcrust [Molinari and Morelli , 2011] and a 3D479

tomographic model [Schaefer et al., 2011] while honoring surface and Moho topography for480

down to a period of 8 s. We simulated synthetic ambient-noise correlograms and define a481

traveltime cross-correlation misfit between synthetics and data bandpass-filtered between482

20 and 30 s. Using the adjoint method [Tromp et al., 2005], we computed sensitivity483

kernels based on this misfit.484

We analyzed the influence of stations distribution on sensitivity kernels, in particular we485

considered two couples with geographic orientation respectively north-south and east-west.486

The adjoint approach to tomography employed here requires that the geographic regions487

where ambient noise originates be known. We first treated all sea areas as noise sources,488

with a spectrum between 20 and 30 s described by the Peterson noise model [Peterson,489

1993]. In both cases, β kernels are oscillatory at the free surface of the model, while at490

larger depth they become smoother. We interpreted this behavior as as consequence of491

not modeling the sediment layer in our numerical simulations, as explained in Section 2,492

in certain portions of the study area. The sensitivity kernels relating source strength, at a493

given location, to noise correlogram are characterized by very different patterns depending494

on azimuth: in the north-south configuration Kσ shows two symmetric jets departing from495
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the position of the two stations, while in the east-west configuration this symmetry is lost.496

The north-south pair is surrounded by the Adriatic and Mediterranean seas, resulting in497

noise sources being distributed rather symmetrically with respect to the receivers. The498

east-west pair, on the other hand, mostly records ambient noise coming from the Atlantic499

Sea, which is much “noisier” than the Mediterranean (see figures 6 and 7).500

Finally we analyzed three different assumptions regarding the geographic distribution501

of noise sources, respectively we placed sources only in the Baltic Sea, only in the Mediter-502

ranean and in all the sea regions. For each scenario we consider 26 stations in turn as503

the station of reference, compute the sensitivity kernels for each reference station, and504

sum them together assembling the gradient of the misfit function. In the first case the505

source kernel showed high sensitivity in the Mediterranean and jets pointing towards the506

Atlantic Ocean and the east. In the second case we observed that it is not possible to507

ignore the noise coming from the Baltic Sea, since the number of stations that presented508

sufficiently low values of misfit decreased remarkably. In the third case the jets protruding509

towards the Atlantic disappeared and also the sensitivity in the Mediterranean decreased510

remarkably, but even in this case high-sensitivity areas protruding towards east were still511

present. This experiment indicates that the assumption of noise coming from all sea areas512

is the one closest to reality among those explored, since it minimizes the sensitivity kernel513

of the strength of the source: this means that structural perturbation to the starting514

model will be more effective, in fitting the data, with respect to source perturbation. This515

result is in accordance with what showed by Stehly et al. [2006]. However our dataset and516

the sensitivity kernels we computed showed that a certain amount of energy is generated517

to the east of our region of study. This energy could be related to the presence of noise518
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sources other than the ones located in the sea or to the presence of a scatterer not resolved519

at present by the structural model used in this work.520

The differences between the results obtained with different geographic distributions of521

noise sources reveal how important this parameter is to tomographic imaging process, and522

we infer that it should be treated as a free parameter in an iterative inversion. A possible523

approach to this problem is to fix the noise sources distribution and after a certain number524

of iterations validate the new velocity model using a set of independent data, for example525

recorded from seismic events. Ambient-noise seismology, thanks to the unprecedentedly526

dense data coverage it affords, is crucial to high-resolution crustal imaging, especially in527

regions with limited earthquake coverage. Owing to the strong heterogeneity of the crust528

leading to subsequent nonlinear effects in wave propagation, ambient-noise data should529

be inverted in a full-wave based, iterative scheme such as the one proposed here. Besides530

clarifying the influence of noise distributions, our sensitivity kernels drive an iterative531

inversion, which will allow to obtain a new tomographic image of Europe with much532

greater detail than currently available.533

Appendix A: Outline of the theory

We start out with the equation of motion534

ρ∂2

t s(x, t)−∇ · [c(x) : ∇s(x, t)] = f(x, t) (A1)535

[e.g., Dahlen and Tromp, 1998], where ρ denotes density, x location, t time, s displacement,536

c the elastic tensor, and the forcing term f describes ambient-noise sources. We introduce537

here an operator L such that eq. (A1) can also be written in the more compact form538

Ls(x, t) = f(x, t). (A2)539
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In the assumption (typical for ambient-noise seismology) of spatially uncorrelated noise540

[e.g., Boschi et al., 2012], the components f1,2,3 of f have the property541

〈fi(x
′, ω)fj(x

′′, ω)〉 = Sij(x
′, ω)δ(x′ − x′′) (i = 1, 2, 3; j = 1, 2, 3), (A3)542

where ω is frequency, δ(x) the Dirac delta function, the tensor S describes the geographic543

and geometric properties and ω-dependence of the noise sources, and the operator 〈...〉544

stands for ensemble averaging. Ensemble averaging is the fundamental data-processing545

technique in all of ambient-noise seismology, allowing to reduce the effects of a set of546

sources and scatterers randomly distributed in space and time to those of a diffuse wave-547

field. It consists essentially of subdividing a long (e.g., one year) continuous seismic record548

into shorter intervals; whitening the records so that the effects of possible earthquake sig-549

nals are minimized; cross-correlating simultaneous records from different stations, and550

finally stacking the results for each station pair over the entire year [e.g., Bensen et al.,551

2007; Boschi et al., 2012].552

The approach of T10 is based on PDE-constrained optimization using Lagrange mul-553

tipliers to find the extrema of a function f(x), with x a vector of variables, subject to554

a condition g(x) = c, with c a constant. The minimum and maximum values of Λ are555

achieved when the function Λ(x, λ) = f(x) + λ[g(x)− c] is stationary, i.e. ∇
x,λΛ = 0. It556

is easy to see that this is in fact equivalent to ∇
x,λf = ∇

x
g: in a 2-dimensional space, for557

instance, this equation is only satisfied at a location x where the curve g(x) = c is tangen-558

tial to a contour line for the surface f(x). For any pair of receivers α and β the function559

to be optimized (i.e. whose extrema are to be found) is the time-integrated difference:560

∫

[

∆〈Cαβ〉
]

dt =

∫

[

〈Cαβ
sim〉 − 〈Cαβ

obs〉
]2

dt (A4)561
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between the theoretical and observed ensemble correlograms 〈Cαβ
sim〉 and 〈Cαβ

obs〉, respec-562

tively. The condition (corresponding to g(x) = c above) is that the equation of motion563

(A1) be satisfied. This results in the requirement that the cost function χ, defined564

χ =
1

2

∫

[

〈Cαβ
sim〉 − 〈Cαβ

obs〉
]2

dt− 〈

∫∫

λ · (Ls− f) d3xdt〉, (A5)565

be minimum, consistent with eq. (19) of T10. Notice that, while the second term at the566

right-hand side of (A5) is defined by the physics of the medium of propagation, the first567

term represents one possible choice of the misfit function used to compare data and model568

predictions. The sensitivity functions obtained in the following depend on such choice,569

and if misfit is defined differently, sensitivity functions must be corrected accordingly.570

The variables against which we optimize eq. (A5) are the components of the pertur-571

bation δs(x, t) to the displacement field. In their appendix A, T10 find an analytical572

expression for the variation573

δ

{
∫

[

∆〈Cαβ〉
]2

dt

}

=

〈
∫∫

[

ν̂β

∫

∆〈Cαβ〉(τ)sα(t+ τ)dτδ(x− xβ)

+ ν̂α

∫

∆〈Cβα〉(τ)sβ(t + τ)δ(x− xα)

]

· δs(x, t)d3xdt

〉 (A6)574

of the first integral at the right-hand side of (A5) caused by small perturbations δs(x, t).575

In their appendix B, they likewise find the variation of the second integral at the right-576

hand side of (A5) also resulting from δs(x, t). Both contributions to δχ are combined in577

an expression that we write compactly as578

δχ = δ

{
∫

[

∆〈Cαβ〉
]2

dt

}

+

∫∫

λ · L δs(x, t)dtd3x

+

∫∫

λ · δL s(x, t)dtd3x−

∫∫

λ · δf(x, t)dtd3x

(A7)579

(compare with eq. (B1) of T10). In the case of no medium and source perturbations,580

eq. (A7) is reduced to581

δχ = δ

{
∫

[

∆〈Cαβ〉
]2

dt

}

+

∫∫

λ · L δs(x, t)dtd3x. (A8)582
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Through the integration by parts of terms involving spatial and temporal derivatives of s583

and δs, this can be rewritten584

δχ = δ

{
∫

[

∆〈Cαβ〉
]2

dt

}

−

∫∫

δs · L λ dtd3x. (A9)585

After replacing δ
{

∫ [

∆〈Cαβ〉
]2
dt
}

with its expression (A6), and the algebra carried out586

by T10 in their Appendix B, it follows from eq. (A9) that the variation (A8) is stationary587

(δχ = 0) if the multiplier λ satisfies588

Lλ = f † (A10)589

equivalent to eq. (B6) of T10, with the right-hand side f † given by eq. (B7) of T10. Im-590

portantly f † contains the variation δ
{

∫ [

∆〈Cαβ〉
]2
dt
}

, and hence the observation 〈Cαβ
obs〉.591

Comparing (A10) with (A2), f † is naturally interpreted as a forcing term (a source). Let592

us dub it “adjoint source”. The solution λ to (A10) is the corresponding displacement593

field, or the “adjoint wavefield”, which is usually denoted s†.594

Let us now perturb the parameters describing the medium of propagation (density,595

elastic tensor), and the source term f . We substitute λ with s† in eq. (A7); since s† is a596

solution to (A10), we find597

δχ = −
1

2π

〈
∫∫

(

−ω2δρs† · s+∇s† : δc : ∇s− s† · δf
)

d3xdω

〉

, (A11)598

equivalent to eq. (C1) of T10.599

In their Appendix C, T10 manipulate eq. (A11) to show how ambient-noise sensitiviy600

kernels for any given station pair can be calculated with three spectral-element simulations601

only. They start by substituting s in (A11) with the convolution of the Green’s function602

G and the forcing term f , and likewise s† with the convolution of G and s†. The resulting603

expression (eq. (C4) in T10) involves the products f ∗
i (x, ω)fj(x

′, ω), f ∗
i (x, ω)δfj(x

′, ω)604
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which we know from (A3) to coincide, in the assumption of spatially uncorrelated noise,605

with Sij(x, ω)δ(x−x′) and δSij(x, ω)δ(x−x′), respectively. The integrals are accordingly606

simplified, resulting in the (still very cumbersome) eq. (C5) of T10, where a more compact607

form for that equation is obtained by introducing the “sources” (eqs. (C7) and (C10))608

F α
i (x, ω) = G∗

jk(x,x
α;ω)να

k Sij(x, ω), (A12)609

610

F†αβ(x, ω) = ν̂β∆〈C〉αβ(ω)δ(x− xβ), (A13)611

with associated wavefields (eqs. (C8) and (C11) of T10)612

Φα(x, ω) =

∫

V

G(x,x′;ω) · Fα(x′, ω)d3x′, (A14)613

614

Φ†αβ(x, ω) =

∫

V

G(x,x′;ω) · F†αβ(x′, ω)d3x′. (A15)615

Substituting F†αβ , Fα, Φα and Φ†αβ into their eq. (C5) for the variation δχ, T10 find616

the following compact expression617

δχ = −
1

2π

∫∫

[

−ω2δρ
(

Φ†αβ
i Φα

i + Φ†βα
i Φβ

i

)

+ δcijkl

(

∇iΦ
†αβ
j ∇kΦ

α
l +∇iΦ

†βα
j ∇kΦ

β
l

)]

d3xdω

+
1

2π

∫∫

(

Φ†αβ
i δF α

i + Φ†βα
i δF

β
i

)

d3xdω,

(A16)

618

where δF α
i (x, ω) = G∗

jk(x,x
α;ω)να

k δSij(x, ω). It should be clear that the factors multiply-619

ing δρ, δcijkl and the combination of adjoint wavefield Φ† with the variation of the force620

δF in (A16) are nothing but the partial derivatives (sensitivity kernels) relating our cost621

function to variations in the model parameters (density and elastic tensor) and source622

properties, which will be the unknowns of our inverse problem.623

Now, in the same spirit as, e.g., Peter et al. [2007], the convolution of a Green’s function624

with any source term can be interpreted as the result of injecting said source term in a625

numerical integration algorithm, like, in our case, the spectral element software of Tromp626
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et al. [2008], and computing the associated wavefield. Inspection of eq. (A16) shows that627

three simulations are needed to identify all quantities in (A16) except for the unknown628

perturbations in structure and source parameters. We must first compute the response of629

our model to an impulsive perturbation at the receiver location xα, i.e. G(x,xα;ω), to630

be then filtered by S(x, ω) at all locations x: this gives us the forcing term (A12). We631

next (second simulation) simulate the effects of the forcing (A12), equivalent to expression632

(A14). Finally, a third simulation is likewise associated with eqs. (A13) and (A15). These633

correspond, respectively, to the first, second and third simulations introduced in Section634

4.635

Appendix B: Validation of the spherical mesh

The mesh we built for our application covers a region that reaches from Greece to636

the Atlantic Ocean (coasts of Greenland) and from Sicily to the northern Scandinavian637

Peninsula. Thus, the mesh takes into account the curvature of the Earth and is made by638

a set of spherical shells portions on which we superimpose the geometry of both Earth’s639

topography and Moho. To our knowledge, this application is the first that uses the640

code SPECFEM3D version 2.0 with spherical meshes, thus we decided to benchmark641

the code against the version SPECFEM3D GLOBE. To test the stability of our mesh642

we have placed a cross-shaped array of seismic receivers on the free surface of the mesh.643

The distance between each station is about 100 km. We have simulated a 10 km deep644

explosion located exactly at the center of the array, with a characteristic period of 10 s.645

We have performed the same experiment using the SPECFEM3D GLOBE version of the646

code, which uses an internal mesher. Result of this benchmark are shown in figure 14.647

We applied to the synthetic a bandpass Butterworth filter between 10 and 30 s in order648
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to eliminate all the possible numerical noise. This period range is the same in which the649

synthetic noise used in our application is defined. The comparison of results obtained650

with the two different codes shows a good agreement both in terms signal phases and651

amplitudes.652
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a)

c)

b)

N

Figure 1. Set of correlograms (vertical components) from ambient noise recorded data, showing

a certain portion of energy coming from east, all correlograms have been normalized to the unit

so the vertical axis is not shown. (a) Positions of two sets (red dots and purple dots) of seismic

stations. (b) Each time series represents a observation-based ambient noise correlogram with

BRANT as reference station, the other stations used are respectively KBA (blue line), FUR (red

line) and BRMO (black line). Since the reference station is located westward with respect to the

others (panel (a)), surface waves traveling from east are visible in the left part, the anticausal

one, of these correlograms. (c) In this case the reference station is ARSA and the one used to

compute the correlograms are SMPL (blue line), ARBF (red line) and AIGLE (black line). The

reference station is positioned eastward with respect to the others (panel (a)), thus it is possible

to recognize the energy of surface waves propagating from east in the shaded boxes in the right

part of the correlograms. Data in panel (b) and (c) are filtered using a bandpass Butterworth

filter between 20 and 30 s.D R A F T January 25, 2013, 4:59pm D R A F T
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a) b)

c) d)

N N

N N

Figure 2. (a) Map for shear waves speed values of model EPcrust just below the free surface.

Low velocity values are typical of sedimentary basins. Observed contrasts in speed values are

caused by the absence of sediments in certain areas of our study region. (b) 3D view of the

Moho surface geometry using an exaggeration factor of 10 to enhance the perspective. (c) Map

for shear waves speed values of model FMADVOXEU′ at a depth of 78 km. (d) Map for shear

waves speed values of model FMADVOXEU′ at a depth of 128 km.
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Figure 3. Close view of a vertical cross-section of the mesh used in this work. Topography is

present but not visible at this one-to-one scale. The crustal layer is reproduced by means of two

spectral elements. Notice how the irregular shape of the Moho produces a strong squeezing of

the elements. This factor drives the stability condition of our simulations.
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c)

a) b)

Figure 4. (a) Position of the two station couples. (b) and (c) comparison between correlograms

from observation-based (black line) and synthetic (red line) traces. The unacceptable misfit

between data and synthetic in panel (b) indicates how the model we used does not describe the

complexity of the Alpine region very well. Synthetic correlograms are obtained following the

methodology described in Section 4 and outlined in figure 5.
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1st Simulation 3rd Simulation2nd Simulation

a)

c)

b)

Figure 5. Synoptic scheme of the three simulations described in Section 4. Each column

reproduces the subsequent steps of a simulation. The green dot represents the reference station

AIGLE (station α in Section 4), while station AQU (station β in Section 4) is indicated by the

yellow dot. First column: three snapshots of the wavefield of the first simulation, produced by

the forcing term F α
i defined in equation (A12). Dark grey dotted area in the bottom left panel

indicates the region where we guess all the noise sources are located and where the wavefield of

the first simulation is stored. Second column: three snapshot of the second simulation where the

wavefield stored from column (1) is used as forcing term and the result is the wavefield Φα(x, ω)

of equation (A14). Third column (a)-(b): adjoint wavefield driven by eq.(4) and its interaction

with the reconstructed field of the second simulation. Bottom right panel: picture of the “causal”

β sensitivity kernel eq. (5).
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 6. Demonstrating the effect of uniform ocean noise sources, represented by the grey

circles, on the β and source sensitivity kernels. (a) Locations of stations ARBF (left red dot) and

KBA (right red dot). (b) Shear wavespeed kernel for station pair ARBF-KBA just below the

free surface. Sensitivity extends also outside the region between the two stations: this behavior

is caused by the non uniform distribution of noise sources. (c) Same kernel showed in panel

(b), but at a depth of 30 km. Owing to the absence of sediments at this depth, the kernel is

smoother. (d) Source kernel. The two areas of sensitivity centered onto the seismic stations have

interesting features: (i) the one pointing westward shows higher values than the one pointing

eastward, and (ii) it has not the same hyperbolic shape of the one centered on KBA (sensitivity

in the Mediterranean is near zero). These features indicate that most of the energy originates in

the Atlantic.
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 7. (a) Locations of stations AQU (center Italy) and SSY (Sicily). Synthetic ambient

noise sources are placed in all seas and are represented by the grey circles. (b)Kβ for station-pair

AQU-SSY just below the free surface. The sensitivity is concentrated between the two stations

and in a small area around them with three “jets” departing from station AQU: the first one

points towards the Alpine region while the other two are directed towards Croatia. (c) Slice of

Kβ taken at a depth of 30 Km. Considerations made for panel (c) in figure 6 are also valid in

this case. (d) The high symmetry shown by Kσ is caused by the north-south orientation of the

stations pair: synthetic ambient noise comes from the north (North Sea) as well from the south

(Mediterranean), thus this situation is similar to a uniform distribution of noise sources.
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 8. Source sensitivity kernels, Kσ, for noise sources from the Baltic Sea, denoted by

grey circles. (a) Kσ for reference seismic station ARSA (green dot). It was possible to define an

higher number of adjoint source, yellow dots, than in the case for reference stations ARCI and

BSSO, respectively panels (b) and (c). The high sensitivity area in the eastern part of the region

can not be simply associated with the geographical position of station ARSA with respect to the

others, as we can see from figure 9. (b) Kσ for reference seismic station ARCI (green dot). (c)

Kσ for reference seismic station BSSO (green dot). (d) Kσ kernel obtained as the sum over 26

reference-station kernels. There are three main lobes pointing towards three different region: the

Mediterranean Sea, the Atlantic Ocean, and the eastern part of the study area.
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Figure 9. Kσ for reference seismic station BRANT (green dot). Noise sources are located

only in the Baltic Sea and are denoted by grey circles. Even if the geographical position of

the reference station with respect to the others suggests the sensitivity to be concentrated in

the western part of the study area, it is possible to see a strong “jet” of sensitivity protruding

eastwards.
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a) b)

c)

Figure 10. Source sensitivity kernels, Kσ, for noise sources from the Mediterranean Sea,

represented by grey circles. (a) Kσ computed for reference station ARSA (green dot). The

stations used to construct the sensitivity kernel, yellow dots, are different from the ones used in

figure 8: if we do not consider ambient noise coming from the Baltic region then the misfit between

synthetic and observation-based correlograms exceed the limit we impose to build the adjoint

sources. However the sensitivity is still concentrated in the eastern region. (b) Source kernel

obtained as the sum of 26 single contributions and for a distribution of sources concentrated only

in the Mediterranean Sea. The comparison with figure 8 panel (d) shows how sensitivity towards

both the Atlantic and the Mediterranean decreases remarkably. However it is still possible to

observe some sensitivity in the eastern region. (c) Kσ computed for reference station BRANT

(green dot).
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a) b)

c)

Figure 11. (a)Kσ computed for reference station ARSA (green dot) and noise sources, denoted

by grey circles, located in all the sea regions. For this figure are valid the same considerations

we did in figure 8 panel (a). (b) Kσ obtained as the sum of 26 single contributions and for

a distribution of sources distributed throughout all sea regions. The sensitivity area near the

Atlantic and the one in the Mediterranean are almost reduced to zero. It is still possible to observe

lobes of sensitivity pointing towards east. (c) Kσ computed for reference station BRANT (green

dot) and noise sources located in all the sea regions.
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a) b)

c)

Figure 12. Kβ kernel obtained as the sum of 26 different contributions for three different

distributions of noise sources, represented by grey circles in the pictures: noise sources distributed

in the Baltic Sea, panel (a), in the Mediterranean, panel (b), and in all the sea regions, panel

(c). All the kernels are taken at a depth of 30 km. Sensitivity is characterized by positive values

in all three cases, indicating that our 3D shear background model is too slow. Areas illuminated

by the sensitivity drastically change when we consider different distributions of noise sources: in

panel (b) there is no sign of sensitivity in the area of the Baltic Sea, and both panel (a) and (b)

do not show any sensitivity in France or Spain, as happens in panel (c) instead.
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 13. Structure sensitivity kernels, Kβ, for noise sources located in all the sea regions,

denoted by grey circles. Panels (a) and (b): slice of Kβ computed respectively for reference

station ARSA and BRANT (green dots) taken at a depth of 10 km. Panel (a) presents higher

values of sensitivity with respect to panel (b) as happened in the case of Kσ, this will influence

also the shape and values of the misfit kernel. Panels (c) and (d): slices of Kβ kernel taken

respectively at 10 and 70 km. The kernel is obtained as the sum of 104 different contributions.

At 10 km depth Alpine region shows strong positive sensitivity, areas with negative values are

concentrated mainly in the northeast part of the study region. At 70 km depth the sensitivity

is almost completely positive indicating how the model we used has to be corrected with higher

values of β.
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Figure 14. Results for the benchmark test between SPECFEM3D version 2.0, red lines, and

SPECFEM3D GLOBE, black lines. We placed a cross-shaped array of seismic receivers with

interstation distance of about 100 km and we simulated a 10 km deep explosion at the center of

the array. We applied a bandpass Butterworth filter between 10 and 30 s. We have omitted the

transverse components which are zero.
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